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Abstract – This report describes the submission of T057
to first CN-Celeb speaker recognition challenge(CNSRC
2022) at Odyssey 2022.The final submission is a
combination of three systems. The System-1 is ECAPATDNN, And System-2 and System-3 are the fast Resnet34
with different feature. This report explores several parts,
including network structures, large margin fine tuning,
and back-end refinement. The MinDCF of our submission
is 0.3445, and the corresponding EER is 7.3440%.

inject global information in frame-level layers of the network.
3) multi-layer feature aggregation and feature summation
allows the network to efficiently exploit knowledge learned
in the preceding layers. The ECAPA-TDNN architecture
is depicted in Figure 1, and the configuration is default
according to [5].
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I. System Description
For the Task 1 speaker verification, both Fixed Track and
Open Track, we submitted the same result.
A. Datasets and Data Augmentation
1) Training Data: This database contains two datasets: CNCeleb1 and CN-Celeb2. The statistics of the two datasets
are shown in CNSRC 2022 Evaluation Plan, and more
details can be found in [1]. In conclusion, there are
2753 speakers in total for training. Data augmentation is
widely used to improve speaker embedding robustness. We
used data augmentation just for System-1 but System-2 and
System-3 because of the Sunine [2] author mentioned in
https://gitlab.com/csltstu/sunine/-/issues/4. In System-1, Each
speech segment was speed perturbed by 0.95 or 1.05 factor,
then time domain SpecAugment [3], reverberation and noise
[4] also adopted, all the data augmentation methods conducted
on the fly. we concatenated different types of augmentation,
and in total, the training data size is expanded 5 fold.
2) Features: We extracted 80-dimensional log Mel filter
bank for both System-1 and System-3, 256-dimensional
spectrogram for System-2. The window size is 25 ms, and the
frameshift is 10 ms. Without extra voice activation detection
(VAD). Because the datasets have lots of short durations audio,
in the first, we concatenated five utterances as a new utterance,
and then, the speech segments were sliced to 2 seconds and
augmented on the fly in the online training mode mentioned
before. These features were extracted based on torchaudio. All
features were cepstral mean normalized in a sentence level.
B. Network Structures
1) Backbone: Our backbones include two types of state-ofthe-art models:
ECAPA-TDNN: ECAPA-TDNN [5] is a TDNN
architecture likes the previous popular x-vector [6], but
1)Incorporating a channel-and context-dependent attention
system in the statistics pooling layer 2)Introduces a 1dimensional variant of Squeeze-Excitation (SE) blocks [7] to

Fig. 1. Network topology of the ECAPA-TDNN baseline system.

ResNet34:ResNet [8] is one of the most classical
convolutional neural networks. We adopt the fast ResNet34
according to [9], the number of the channel is small then the
classical ResNet34, the size of filter is [32, 64, 128, 256] and
the size of kernel is [3, 4, 6, 3].
2) Pooling Method: The traditional pooling method is
temporal average pooling and temporal statistics pooling, it
aims to aggregate the different frames to an utterance level
embedding equally. But different frame has different weight to
speaker embedding may be reasonable. Our networks all used
attentive statistics pooling [10], the size of attention channel
for ECAPA-TDNN and ResNet both 128.
3) Loss Function: Large margin loss function becomes
a basic configuration in speaker recognition field recently.
The three networks are use AM-Softmax [11] to improve
performance.

C. Training Protocol
We used the Sunine and Speechbrain [12] as our training
toolkit, both are based on Pytorch [13]. Sunine used for
ResNet34 and Speechbrain used for ECAPA-TDNN. The
ECAPA-TDNN system was trained through two stages. We
used Adam optimizer [14] with a weight decay of 2e-5 and
cyclic learning rate scheduler [15]. In the first stage, the
max learning rate is 1e-2 and the base is 1e-8, the step size
is 65000, we used 4 GPUs V100 with 256 mini-batch with
a 200 frames chunk size, the margin of the loss function is
0.2. After 5 epochs training, we entry the large margin fine
tuning [16] stage, we increased the training chunk size from
200 frames to 600 frames, and increased the margin from 0.2
to 0.5, and because of the GPU memory, we decreased the
batch size to 128. We also decreased the max learning rate in
1e-4. This stage is also trained in 5 epochs. The ResNet34
system training protocol is different from ECAPA-TDNN, we
just trained it in on one stage, and most settings is default in
the Sunine recipes. We used 1 GPU V100, and because of the
GPU memory, the batch size of System-3 is 256 but 32 for
System-2.
D. Back-end
After the ECAPA-TDNN and the two ResNet34 Systems
training completed, the classifiers were removed. There
are three speaker embeddings were extracted from these
networks, 192 dimensional from ECAPA-TDNN and two 256dimensional from both ResNet34. Firstly, we use the αQE
to take full advantage of multi enroll segment, like [17]
mentioned. Secondly, we used AS-Norm [18] to calibrate
our scores, for the imposter, we randomly select one utterance
from every training speaker, and resulted in 2753 cohorts total,
and the top 800 imposter scores used to calculate the mean and
variance for every trial.
E. Results
1) Baseline System Ablation Study: The performance
was evaluated by the Equal Error Rate (EER) and the
minimum Decision Cost Function (MinDCF) as required by
CNSRC2022. The results of our baseline system ablation
study were showed in the three tables. For convenience, we
took ECAPA-TDNN System to introduce. The large margin
fine tuning improve the MinDCF from 0.5237 to 0.4863,
and the EER decrease slightly. It is surprised that the αQE
improve the speaker verification performance drastically, the
MinDCF from 0.4863 to 0.4177, and the EER from 9.83%
to 8.52%, and it also works in another systems, both the
ResNet34 System performance improved obviously.
TABLE 1
Ablation Study on ECAPA-TDNN System

ECAPA-TDNN
+Fine-tuning
++αQE
+ + +AS-Norm

EER(%)

MinDCF

10.01
9.83
8.52
8.26

0.5237
0.4863
0.4177
0.3964

To explore the best value of α, we done some experiments
shows in Table4, we found that α=3 for ECAPA-TDNN

TABLE 2
Ablation Study on ResNet34(Spec) System

ResNet34(Spec)
+αQE
++AS-Norm

EER(%)

MinDCF

10.56
9.30
8.77

0.5242
0.4338
0.4066

TABLE 3
Ablation Study on ResNet34(Fbank) System
EER(%)

MinDCF

9.94
8.80
8.31

0.5261
0.4323
0.4041

ResNet34(Fbank)
+αQE
++AS-Norm

embedding, α=5 for ResNet34(Spec) embedding, α=4 for
ResNet34(Fbank) embedding are the best choice.
TABLE 4
Exploration of the best value of α

ECAPA-TDNN

ResNet34(Spec)

ResNet34(Fbank)

α

EER(%)

MinDCF

2
3
4
5
6

8.44
8.52
8.62
8.76
8.84

0.4206
0.4117
0.4180
0.4193
0.4208

3
4
5
6

9.19
9.23
9.30
9.36

0.4364
0.4347
0.4338
0.4339

3
4
5

8.75
8.80
8.89

0.4332
0.4323
0.4334

2) Fusion Performance: Table 5 shows the best subsystems of ours and the final result of fusion system. It
is worth mentioning that the ResNet34 is obviously worse
than ECAPA-TDNN at the beginning, but after αQE and ASNorm in the back-end, the three systems have comparable
performance. After score fusion, the MinDCF and EER
decreased into 0.3445 and 7.34%, it demonstrates the
complementarity of these systems,and we submitted the fusion
result to the CNSRC2022.
TABLE 5
Our Submissions to CNSRC2022
EER(%)

MinDCF

S1
S2
S3

8.26
8.77
8.31

0.3964
0.4066
0.4041

Fusion

7.34

0.3445

II. Conclusions
In the CNSRC2022, due to time constraints, some other
methods were not explored, and we submitted the some result
both in fixed Track and open Track. The final MinDCF
and ERR is 0.3445 and 7.34%, the performance is not very
competitive, and should be improved even more in the future.
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